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Abstract
The transition to first time motherhood is complex and holistic maternal wellbeing is important. Digital resources aimed at pregnant women and new mothers often prioritise the pushed provision of generic information rather than contextualised digital requirements and behaviours. As a result, women report being over-informed yet under-prepared for life with a newborn. This paper outlines the motivation for the co-development of a clickable prototype of the bump2bump interactive digital intervention, designed to provide targeted information and support maternal wellbeing, and brief findings from two codesign exercises.
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Background
Pregnancy and new motherhood are characterised by dominant social narratives as a time of fulfilment [1] and mainstream media typically depicts this transition through a saccharine lens. However, women’s experiences often tell a different story and many women report feeling ill-equipped to meet what they perceive to be unrealistic – Western and white - paradigms of ‘performing’ contemporary motherhood [2].

Holistic wellbeing during pregnancy is important and complex. Routine antenatal care typically supports women’s wellbeing by providing large amounts of generic information focused on physical health and practical skill [3]. However, women do not attribute suboptimal perinatal wellbeing to a
lack of information; rather, they blame a perceived lack of emotional and social support and limited self-efficacy in meeting the demands of motherhood [4]. The transition to parenthood is amongst the most simultaneously enriching and stressful life events that a woman might experience and requires successful navigation and balancing of multiple online and offline resources. Pregnant women and new mothers frequently seek out support and information via digital media [5] but significant effort and digital literacy are required to navigate the plethora of generic online content.

Digital resources that are fit for purpose
The majority of digital perinatal resources offer a limited solution to the question of how best to empower and support new mothers: content skirts around the periphery of what women want to know, avoiding taboo subjects such as postnatal physical recovery, reinforcing the implicit narrative of the female body as ‘dirty’. Existing resources are arguably not fit for purpose and the codesign process of the bump2bump digital resource aims to address this by placing women at the heart of its development. Through a process of participatory codesign and cooperative evaluation, we have developed a clickable prototype which integrates behavioural theory and goal-directed design to provide content prioritized by new mothers. Women involved in the codesign process stripped down and decommercialised existing resources; they described the trajectory of information and support-seeking during the transition to motherhood and the importance of nuanced and context-specific content; they described key information needed at specific points in the transition process and how this might be delivered in sensitive and engaging ways. The full prototype will be evaluated using an in the wild approach, where women will use the resource over the course of the transition to new motherhood.
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